‘Teenagers Guide to the Beatles’ by
Zane Lalani Speaks to a New Generation
of Secret Beatle Fans
TAMPA, Fla. – September 20 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Averstream Press
(www.averstreampress.com) today announced the publication of “Teenagers Guide
to the Beatles,” by Zane Lalani, a book designed to bring the Beatles to a
new generation of teenage Beatles fans, including many who keep their Beatles
passion in the closet.

“It’s not
easy being a teenage Beatles fan these days,” said author Zane Lalani. “Many
teenage Beatles fans encounter resistance and ridicule from their friends
when they express their passion for former Beatles John Lennon, Paul
McCartney, George Harrison, and Ringo Starr.”
To avoid ridicule, Lalani found that some teen fans turn to Internet message
boards, chat rooms and fan web sites to share their enthusiasm with fellow
Beatles fans around the world. Teens get advice from other fans on how to
deal with the resistance and even convert their friends into becoming Beatles
fans. “Most of the time it’s as simple as getting their friends to listen to
a sampling from the Beatles’ vast repertoire of music without revealing the
artists” said Lalani. “Inevitably, a song or two grabs their interest and
another new fan is born.”
Lalani believes that a lack of knowledge about the Beatles plays a big part

in some teens failing to appreciate the contribution the Beatles have made to
popular music and pop culture. When Lalani’s pre-teen daughter took an
interest in the Beatles, he unsuccessfully searched for a book on the Beatles
suitable for her age group.
“Although there is a vast number of books available on the Beatles, I found
that most were written for a mature audience and not appropriate for young
readers,” said Lalani. “So, I set out to research and write about the Beatles
with my daughter and her contemporaries in mind.” The result is a fast-paced,
easy-to-read book designed for the shorter attention span of young
adolescents, with material suitable for pre-teens and teens alike.
“Teenagers Guide to the Beatles” probes many of the controversies, myths, and
mysteries surrounding one of the most popular and influential music groups in
history, and highlights the hot issues of particular interest to pre-teen and
teenage readers. Parents, librarians, teachers, and other adults will feel
comfortable that the book is both fun and appropriate for young fans.
Zane Lalani, a lifelong Beatles fan, was only five when the Beatles hit the
big time, but their influence on his life was immediate. From their music to
their hairstyles to clothing and movies, Lalani followed every move closely.
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